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This will be the final edition of energysafe
with Paul Fearon as the Director of Energy
Safety. Paul has announced his retirement
and plans to step down in November
which markets the 10 year anniversary
of his appointment.
A search is underway for his replacement.
It is hoped to have the new Director in place
before the summer months and the threat
of bushfires becomes apparent.
We wish Paul well on whatever path life takes
him. He has seen ESV through complex
changes in Victoria’s energy environment.
energysafe will publish a more detailed
interview with Paul in our next edition.
As always, this magazine is information
rich. ESV can claim international influence
on safety standards with our work on
hoverboards adopted worldwide.
We also launch a new campaign, encouraging
Victorians to get their household wiring
checked by a licensed electrician and to
test their safety switch. The campaign
comes amidst efforts to arrest the
continuing trend of house fires caused
by electrical wiring.
With the Victorian Government’s $1.3 billion
Solar Homes program in full swing, ESV
is ramping up compliance checks on the
installation of solar systems and batteries.
We now have a dedicated renewable energy
team and action has been taken against a
variety of electrical workers for unsafe work.
Wishing everyone a enjoyable spring.
Keep cool as the weather gets hotter.
And stay safe.
Jonathan Granger
jonathan.granger@energysafe.vic.gov.au
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ESV at the forefront
of international
standards
By Daniel Brace, Communications Advisor
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Electrical safety standards for personal transportation devices,
initially developed by Energy Safe Victoria (ESV), are being adopted
and used around the world to inform international standards.
Electric scooters or e-scooters
are growing in popularity worldwide.
Right now, rival e-scooter companies
are going head-to-head to claim
hearts and rides in Brisbane; in Los
Angeles there are 30,000 scooters
with commuters making a million rides
a month; and in Paris, pedestrians are
fighting back, blaming e-scooters for
'chaos and anarchy in the streets'.
E-scooters are part of a new class
of Personal e-Transporters (PeTs),
to provide users with micromobility.
Micromobility refers to assisted ability
to travel distances of up to 5 kilometres
– too far to walk – eliminating reliance
on public transport or private vehicles.
For the increasing number of people
who live in cities, PeTs are a great way
to commute or avoid traffic congestion.
ESV’s Head of Electrical Equipment
Safety and Efficiency, Adam Murdoch,
outlines the Victorian energy safety
regulator’s journey to establish high
quality safety standards for another
type of personal e-transportation device
— self-balancing personal transport
devices, the hoverboard.
Following extensive investigations,
ESV established a 12-month prohibition
on hoverboards that did not meet
ESV's requirements for safety in 2016.
The prohibition required suppliers
of hoverboards to independently
certify their products to show they
complied with the newly created
safety requirements.

The requirements developed by
ESV engineers in 2016 were adopted
by Australia and New Zealand, and
then internationally by the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
in 2018.
»» July 2016: ESV prohibits
hoverboards that do not comply with
ESV's requirements.
»» November 2016: Based on
ESV's requirements, Australia and
New Zealand published
AS/NZS 60335.2.201.2016
Particular requirements for battery
powered self-balancing personal
transport devices.
»» At the same time, Australia put a
proposal to an international standards
committee of the IEC (TC 61) to adopt
these requirements internationally.
»» 2018: IEC 60335-2-114 Particular
requirements for self-balancing
personal transport devices for use
with batteries containing alkaline
or other non-acid electrolytes is
published internationally.
"Energy safety regulators around the
world have to adapt and respond to
rapidly emerging technologies," said
Mr Murdoch.
"The relentless march of lithium
technology in an increasing range
of applications and products, such
as personal transportation devices,
is a critical issue given risks to individual
and public safety. Victorian safety
requirements developed by ESV
from 2016 for hoverboards were
adopted internationally in 2018
and continue to be used."

A new IEC committee, TC 125:
Personal e-Transporters or (PeTs),
commenced work in 2019 focusing
on the safety of electrically powered
transport devices with one or more
wheels where the speed and/or
steering is controlled electrically.
It includes electric scooters and
monocycles but excludes electric
bicycles, motor bikes and cars since
they are already addressed by other
technical committees.
Mr Murdoch has now been appointed
in a liaison role for TC 125 to provide
guidance on how IEC 60335-2-114
could be used to ensure the electrical
safety requirements of products
captured by TC 125 are met in a
consistent manner.
"Like all standardisation projects,
the standard for self-balancing
personal transport devices has not
been a straightforward or easy journey.
However, the outcome is tangible and
has made a direct impact to consumer
safety globally," he said.
"Over successive years, our findings
from the safety concerns with
self-balancing personal transport
devices have been shared and
adopted by various national and
international standards committees.
So much so, that we can see real
synergies between the requirements
in IEC 60335-2-114 to ESV’s original
work in 2016."
As the popularity and use of e-scooters
and other personal e-transporters grows
around the world, so will the reliance
on standards to keep consumers and
the community safe. Demonstrating its
ongoing work setting safety standards
in the region and globally, Energy Safe
Victoria will continue to lead the way,
setting high quality standards for
safety compliance.
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New message for DIYers:

DDIY—Don't Do
It Yourself

By David Ranger, Senior
Communications Advisor

ESV attends
Victorian
Field Days
By David Clarke,
Work Practices Advisor
As we head into the warmer months,
Victorians are gearing up for
another season of farming field days
focusing on the agricultural industry
and equipment.
To spread the messages of safe
work practices around powerlines
and gas infrastructure, including:
understanding the No go zones,
Look up and live when using
machinery, operating tipper
trucks and installations, and
safely managing vegetation near
powerlines, ESV attends a number
of field days across the state.
So far this season, we’ve attended:
»» Bendigo Municipal Works
Operations Association (MWOA) in
September
»» Elmore Field Days in early October
»» Wandin Silvan Field Days in
mid-October
In early 2020 our team will be
attending Sungold Field Days in
February and Farm World at Lardner
Park in March.
We’ll publish event dates and
locations closer to the time in
upcoming editions of energysafe
magazine and on our socials. But if
you’re planning to attend, make sure
you drop by and say hello.
Our work practice advisors will
be there to share tips, answer
any questions or concerns on
appliances and installations, with
free safety stickers, brochures and
other merchandise items available.
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Keep an eye out for our new campaign aimed
at people who do unlicensed electrical work
in the home: we’re asking them to DDIY.
Our advertising reach and recall survey
results over the past year indicated that
the message of our previous electrical
DIY campaign: DIY=DIE, wasn’t getting
through to male DIYers. So, to support
the development of a new campaign,
we asked Essence Communications to
carry out a research project – looking
at why men are more likely to do their
own unlicensed electrical work.

DDIY: a new campaign

Supporting campaign
development with research

The result is a series of how to videos:
How to change a power point, and
How to change a light switch.

Essence Communications’ research
project used focus groups and
interviews with men aged between
18 and 55 to gather data.
Their profile of male DIYers showed
they were predominantly white males
who grew up with trades; with either
their father or family members working
in trades or on farms. They typically
described themselves as ‘handymen’,
and were the main person responsible
for household maintenance. They were
mostly in traditional ‘family’ households
(wife/partner and children), and many
of them fitted the profile of a typical
‘Australian bloke’.
Very few people in the focus groups
realised that what they were doing was
illegal, and felt they knew enough about
safety to carry out simple jobs. The main
unlicensed electrical DIY work people
undertook were replacing power points,
light switches, and fitting downlights.

Armed with our research, advertising
agency DPR&Co was charged with
the task of developing a fresh new
campaign to engage men wanting
to ‘have a crack’ at doing their own
electrical work. They looked at the
typical behaviour of DIYers and
developed a concept that plays on
the YouTube ‘How To…’ tutorial.

Both ads open with our DIYer, Pete
Barrett, showing what work needs
doing. He goes on to demonstrate the
one simple step to get the job done:
call a licensed electrician. That’s all.
The ads finish by reminding the viewer
that doing your own unqualified
electrical DIY is dangerous. The ads
end with the tag line: DDIY – Don’t
Do It Yourself.
The campaign will run online during
October and November, and again over
Easter 2020. It will make use of online
video channels and the Google search
function, as well as electronic billboards
near DIY stores.
Further information about the campaign
can be found on our website at:
esv.vic.gov.au/ddiy

esv.vic.gov.au

More Victorian club
canteens energy safe
By Daniel Brace, Communications Advisor
The 2019 Canteen Grants Program,
run in partnership with AFL Victoria,
has steadily contributed to safety
improvements in canteens across the
state. And as the clubs wrap up the
2019 season, nominations for the
ESV Canteen Hero of the Year have
started to pour in.

This year, ESV received applications
from across the state. Some from small
regional communities such as Thorpdale
in eastern Victoria with a population of
200, along with some of the larger club
venues in metro areas.

The variety and detail provided in
the record number of applications for
Canteen Grants – 113 in total – show
that community sporting groups are
alive and well in Victoria. And while some
communities are being drawn together
by challenging times, many clubs are
expanding and upgrading canteen
facilities to meet growing demands.
The program delivers $25,000 in
sponsorship along with a range of
display signage, which feature ESV’s
safety messages, direct to the club
canteens that feed thousands of players
and supporters each week. The grants,
up to $1,000 per club, must be spent
to repair or purchase electric – or gas
– equipment with a clear improvement
in safety outcomes for the club.

The oldest clubs to apply were Drysdale
(140 years) and Elsternwick (150 years),
while the Newport Football Club was
only established earlier this year.
There is no doubt the club canteen is at
the heart of community sporting groups,
as expressed by a successful applicant:
"Our canteen is a small portable next to
the club rooms – humble in appearance,
satisfying in its menu. We have such an
enthusiastic bunch of regular volunteers
(player family members) who see the
canteen as a way to get involved with
their children's Saturdays and contribute
to the club. So no doubt the canteen is
important to us."

"Our voluntary and amateur not-forprofit organisation conducts itself to
provide everyone in the area of all ages,
backgrounds and genders with the
maximum opportunity to play active
sport. As a result, each participant
reaps the benefits of community
interaction, self-esteem, local
networking and physical activity."
This year, ESV established the Club
Canteen Hero of the Year Award to
acknowledge the dedicated individuals
who invest their time and energy in their
club's canteen. These individuals hold a
special place in the life of the club, with
their minds on both safety inside the
canteen and the foods they serve.
The Club Canteen Hero of the Year
Award will be announced in October
and featured in the next edition of
energysafe.
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ESV takes action against
unsafe solar installers
By Jonathan Granger, Head of Communications and Marketing

ESV has increased compliance checks to ensure
safety as demand for solar hits record levels in Victoria.
As Victoria’s independent technical
and safety regulator, Energy Safe
Victoria (ESV) has formed a dedicated
renewable energy team to support the
Victorian Government’s investment in
solar energy by taking action against
unsafe solar installers.
ESV has already taken action against
those responsible for unsafe electrical
work relating to the installation of solar
systems and battery systems.
Enforcement action has included:
»» Registration suspended: after
an investigation, a licensed electrical
worker (LEW) identified as the
technical supervisor of a registered
electrical contractor (REC) was
deemed incompetent to supervise
electrical workers or serve as
the responsible technical officer
for the business. His registration
was suspended and the LEW
subsequently surrendered his
technical nominee position within the
business. The company’s registration
has since been cancelled
»» Suspension of ability to issues
Certificates of Electrical Safety
(COES): a REC was identified as
having left multiple installations with
both technical and safety defects.
The REC’s failure to communicate
or engage with ESV resulted in the
immediate suspension of its ability to
issue a certificate of electrical safety.
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»» Infeasible work program: Solar
Victoria’s analytics automatically
triggered an investigation into a
licensed electrical inspector (LEI)
undertaking an infeasible number of
inspections in one day. The LEI was
‘batch processing’ his paperwork at
the end of a week and was issued
a warning about proper and timely
processing of documentation.
Other enforcement action taken against
individuals working within the solar
energy installation sector has ranged
from downgrading and suspending
licences to issuing formal written
warnings.
As well as enforcing compliance, the
ESV renewable energy team will also
have an education and monitoring role
in this rapidly growing industry sector.
ESV is working with Solar Victoria
(Solar Vic) to ensure safety throughout
the rapid growth of solar energy across
Victoria as a result of the government’s
10 year, $1.3 billion commitment.
The program consists of rebates
and interest-free loans.
Data provided by Solar Vic has
enabled ESV to identify trends and
deploy staff to target areas within the
renewable energy sector to investigate
unsafe installation work. ESV has also
provided educational material and
encouragement to combat technical
non-compliance.

Both Solar Vic and ESV now know
exactly when an installation will be
carried out, which Registered Electrical
Contractor (REC) has done the works
and which Licensed Electrical Inspector
(LEI) has completed the inspection.
ESV is undertaking joint site audits with
WorkSafe, as well as working closely
with a number of local councils that are
assisting residents in having solar and
battery systems installed.
“Industry must be clear that ESV will
take firm enforcement action, including
prosecution, when serious breaches
are identified,” Director of Energy
Safety Paul Fearon said.
ESV is committed to ensuring
that industry delivers safe electrical
installations to the community. Those
leaving installations unsafe or noncompliant will be held to account.
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Reminder:
Abolishment of supply
By Greg Sieburn, Senior Network Safety Engineer, Regulatory Assurance

Starting demolition works before your electricity
supply is permanently removed is a serious safety hazard.
Before you start any demolition activity
make sure the electricity supply is
permanently removed — this is known
as abolishment of supply.
Always arrange and confirm a supply
abolishment from your electricity
company before starting demolition
works.
Owners, developers, builders, and
demolition businesses all have a
responsibility to make sure that
electricity supply is safely abolished
before building demolition starts.
It’s important for industry to be reminded
from time to time of the need for supply
abolishment where supply disconnection
might not be sufficient to reduce risk.

Disconnection
and abolishment
Supply Disconnection means
switching off your power supply
electrically. There is still a physical
connection to the electricity network, so
it is not safe to start demolition works.
Supply Abolishment means the
permanent removal of the electricity
meter supply cable by the electricity
company.
Arranging an abolishment is easy and
is usually free. Visit your electricity
company’s website to book the service.
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Did you know?

Underground supply

»» The overhead supply cable and meter
is owned by your electricity company.
»» The supply of electricity to both
overhead and underground supply
must be permanently removed
(abolished) before any demolishing
works begin.
»» It is an offence to alter, remove or
touch the electrical supply cable
and meter.
»» Damaged or dislodged supply cables
can lead to a serious risk of injury,
electric shock or death.
»» Some properties have more than one
supply and meter. All supplies and
meters must be permanently removed
before demolition starts.
»» Accounts with retailers must be settled
before an abolishment can begin.

Underground supply must also be
abolished. The distribution business
may do this at the service pit, pillar or
buried connection, and remove the
meter. Your electrician can then test and
remove the underground mains cable.

Steps to get an electrical
supply abolished
1. Settle all bills with the existing
electricity account.
2. Complete and submit the VESI
Application for Abolishment of
Electrical Supply available on the
Victorian Electricity Distributors
website.
3. Inform the builder and/or demolition
business/es an application for supply
abolishment has been lodged with
the power company or distribution
business.
4. Ensure the property has unhindered
access for the removal works to take
place.
5. Visually confirm that electricity
metering in the building has been
physically removed.
6. Safely carry out building demolition.

Download a PDF copy of
Abolishment of Supply at
www.esv.vic.gov.au

esv.vic.gov.au

New ways to reduce gas
bills and emissions with
Victorian Energy Upgrades program
By Essential Services Commission

Victorian businesses can reduce their gas bills and
greenhouse gas emissions by upgrading to more efficient
gas products under the Victorian Energy Upgrades program.
Six new gas efficiency activities were
recently added to the program, which
provides access to energy-saving
products through accredited providers.
The newly eligible gas efficiency
upgrades include the installation of:
»» energy efficient gas-fired steam boilers
»» energy efficient gas-fired hot water
boilers or water heaters
»» electronic gas/air ratio controls on
gas-fired Type B appliance burners
»» combustion trim controls on a gasfired Type B appliance burners
»» new burners on gas-fired Type B
appliances
»» economisers on gas-fired Type B
appliances.

How can I benefit?
The Victorian Government introduced
these new incentives to the Victorian
Energy Upgrades program in March
2019, in response to the increasing
cost of gas. They will help reduce cost
barriers that businesses encounter
when replacing or upgrading existing
inefficient gas-fired steam boilers
and/or water heaters.
Discounts are made possible through
the generation of Victorian energy
efficiency certificates from eligible
upgrades by accredited providers.
These providers then sell the certificates
— each representing one tonne of
abated greenhouse gas — to energy
retailers who are required to buy and
surrender a number of certificates
each year.

Potential benefit example: If you
install a new gas-fired steam boiler with
a gross thermal efficiency of 83 percent
(as tested using British Standard 845)
with a nominal gas consumption of
8,750 MJ/h (2,431 kW) in place of an
old steam boiler manufactured in 1991
with burners replaced in 2009 and
a nominal gas consumption of
10,900 MJ/h (3,028 kW), you would
be entitled to 632 certificates for the
upgrade. This means you could receive
an incentive of approximately $13,0001
for the upgrade costs.
If you are a business that engineers,
manufactures or maintains gas
infrastructure, becoming accredited
could be an opportunity for you to
expand your existing business activities.

Activity eligibility
requirements
For your gas efficiency upgrade
activity to be eligible:
»» the activity must take place in a
business/non-residential premises
or in a services area in apartment
buildings or in hotels/motels2
»» the installed product must be a
Type B appliances or a component
on a Type B appliance
»» the installed product must meet
product criteria outlined in the
Victorian Energy Upgrades
Specifications 2018
»» an application for acceptance of
complex gas installations and/or
Type B appliances must be submitted
to and approved by Energy Safe
Victoria.

How can I get involved?
You must be accredited by the
Essential Services Commission to
create certificates from undertaking
the above activities under the program.
You can also get involved with these
new activities by engaging with existing
accredited providers to undertake the
installations on their behalf.
Those taking part in gas efficiency
activities under the program must
be able to understand and apply
the compliance requirements of
Type B gasfitting work as required by
Energy Safe Victoria and Victorian
Building Authority.

Find out more
You can also access incentives for
gas efficiency upgrades through the
program’s project-based activities
method which is more appropriate
for large and custom projects.
To find out how to get accredited,
visit esc.vic.gov.au/becomeveu-accredited.
For information on how to get
involved in gas efficiency activities
and/or project-based activities
methods under the program visit
esc.vic.gov.au/gas-efficiencyactivities, esc.vic.gov.au/projectbased-activities.
Alternatively, you can contact the
VEU program on (03) 9032 1310
or via veu@esc.vic.gov.au.

1 Assuming a certificate sale price of $22 per certificate.
2 Also known as Class 2/3 building as classified under Part A3 of Volume One of the Building Code.
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EESS launches
new website
By Daniel Brace, Communications Advisor

Responsible supplier search and registration,
steps for compliance and equipment search
now clearer and easier to navigate.
Along with all other Australians,
Victorians now have greater access
to safety information relating to
household electrical equipment
registered with the Electrical Equipment
Safety System (EESS), using the new
website eess.vic.gov.au
"Working closely with stakeholders,
we’ve been able to present the
regulatory process and information
about the EESS in a way which is
more user friendly and much easier to
navigate, regardless if you are a safety
regulator, supplier or a consumer of
household electrical goods," said
Adam Murdoch, ESV Head of Electrical
Equipment Safety and Efficiency.
Electrical Equipment Safety System
(EESS) is the regulatory framework for
consumer safety around household
electrical equipment.
Electrical goods registered with the
scheme display the RCM (or Regulatory
Compliance Mark), which indicates
compliance to safety regulations in
participating jurisdictions.

The new website provides a single
portal for information and registration
of suppliers and household electrical
equipment for sale. It is hoped the
new portal will increase the ability for
suppliers and consumers to participate
with the scheme and access information
about products for sale in the market.
"Fees from registrations will be
reinvested in the program and
substantially contribute to regulatory
activities such as checktesting
and auditing in each participating
jurisdictions," said Mr Murdoch.
The new website removes functions
previously found on the Electrical
Regulatory Authorities Council (ERAC)
website and presents them with
enhanced and improved layout and
structure based on feedback from
industry.
EESS now stands alone as an important
tool for regulation of household electrical
equipment for industry and consumers
alike.

Fresh look: a comparison lof the old (left) and new (design).
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South West
power poles final
report released
By Jonathan Granger,
Head of Communications
and Marketing
On 27 July, Energy Safe Victoria
released its final report into the safety
of wooden power poles in the south
west of Victoria.
In May 2019, ESV released a draft
report for comment and received three
submissions from the community
and industry stakeholders. Accepting
public feedback on our investigation
is an important step towards restoring
community confidence in the safety
of the distribution network.
In reviewing the submissions, some
of the matters raised resulted in
amendments to the draft report,
others did not.
In summary, ESV's investigations
have determined that:
»» Powercor’s power pole inspection and
maintenance process is fit for purpose
and there is no immediate systemic
risk of pole failures in the South West
»» 98% of poles in the South West
exceed the required residual strength
necessary to remain in service with
an acceptable safety margin
»» 2% of poles that are classified
as limited life or scheduled for
replacement, will be safely managed
due to Powercor’s recent changes
to their inspection and maintenance
processes
»» a subset of lower durability poles
(durability class 3) are deteriorating
faster than expected.
Read the final report and other
documents on ESV's website.
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“ John is a NECA member and in 2018 he decided to trade
his 2011 Hyundai iLoad with 200,000kms on it. Not only did
John receive a substantial ($8,000) trade in for his old van,
he was able to purchase a dealer used van, 30Kms on the
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Promoting the
right side of power
By David Ranger, Senior Communications Advisor

Fire brigades respond to more than 300 domestic electrical fires each
year. Many of these fires are caused by old wiring that has degraded,
or is unable to cope with the high demands of modern electrical equipment.
In addition to the risk of fire, contact with degraded wiring can be fatal.
Our new campaign – Be on the right
side of power safety – reminds people
living homes older than 30 years that
they need to consider what’s going on
behind their freshly painted walls, and
get their wiring checked by a licensed
A grade electrician.
The campaign video advert shows three
domestic scenes to demonstrate that
faulty wiring can be both frustrating
and a danger lurking in the background.
The scenes display faulty wiring in
a room where a baby is sleeping, the
power cutting out on a group of friends
watching football; and the consequence
of changing a lightbulb on a faulty light
fitting.

The two key messages of this campaign
are to ask home owners, landlords and
tenants to get the wiring checked in
their properties, and to test their safety
switch regularly. Our website includes
step by step instructions on how to test
your safety switch and what to do if the
switch fails.
The campaign video is a hand drawn
animation produced by Gozer Studios.

The advert will be shown on catch up
TV and connected TV platforms, on
platform screens in metro underground
stations and on social media,
including Spotify. We also have a
strong component in other languages
on WeChat, iPinYou and press for
Chinese audiences, press for Arabic
and Vietnamese audiences and on
Vietnamese radio.

Focus groups found this approach
appealing as it draws attention to the
issue. The focus groups also found
the split image of the old and new
switchboards compelling, and felt that
if they had an old switchboard that
would indicate their wiring would
need to be checked.

Find out more at:
esv.vic.gov.au/household-wiring
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Following the launch of ESVConnect on 22 July, more than 6,000 workers and 4,000 RECs
have upgraded to the platform, with over 100,000 Certificates of Electrical Safety generated.
ESVConnect is designed to ensure
licensed electricians can meet all the
requirements of the Electricity Safety
Act and Electricity Safety (Installations)
Regulations in one process.
You must upgrade your account
It is vital that all RECs and workers
upgrade their Online Services account
to use ESVConnect.
As a licenced electrician, or REC, you
will already have an Online Services
account (even if it has expired) so you
should not create a new ESVConnect
account, as there will be a duplicate.
All you need to do to access services
on ESVConnect is upgrade your
existing account to ESVConnect.

Certificates of Electrical Safety
On ESVConnect, electricians can
purchase, complete and lodge
Certificates of Electrical Safety (COES).
All unused electronic certificates
purchased before the launch of
ESVConnect have been transferred
to ESVConnect and may be used.
ESVConnect’s COES User Interface
(UI) is mobile-friendly, featuring mobile
centric views; an industry requirement.
It enables you to log into ESVConnect
on your mobile device and perform all
COES functions in ESVConnect.
Remember to check all details. Once a
COES is generated in ESVConnect, we
cannot change any details on the COES.

Forgotten password
ESVConnect allows password auto
reset. If you are having problems logging
in, click ‘Forgot password’ and follow the
prompts.

RECs purchasing COES
RECs are required to purchase
certificates under their REC profile for
use, not under their licence profile.

Licensing and renewals
You must renew your licence or
registration online, as paper based
renewals are no longer being accepted.

Paper COES
You can now only lodge paper COES
using our automated phone system
(IVR).

ESVConnect allows you to renew
your licence or registration online,
update your contact details, or apply
for a different licence or a REC type
online. The system will generate
email reminders when your licence
or registration is due for renewal.

Electronic COES cannot be lodged using
the Online Services platform, although
Online Services can be used to view
COES completed in Online Services.
ESV will migrate three years of COES
from Online Services into ESVConnect
when the system is shut down. Periodic
certificate purchases are only available
through the form on the ESV website.

Common issues users have
faced using ESVConnect
RECs and Business Supervisor
details
The introduction of ESVConnect has
highlighted issues with some existing
REC registrations. In many instances,
RECs have not maintained details for
their Business Supervisor, Technical
Supervisor or Licensed Electrical
Worker lists.
It has always been a legislative
requirement that the Business Supervisor
is the person involved in the day-to-day
operation of a contracting business.
In ESVConnect, Business Supervisors
have a role to maintain a current
business structure, ASIC registration,
workers list and technical supervisor list.
Clear the cache!
Please clear your web browser cache
to ensure that you have the most up to
date data in ESVConnect. The best way
to do this is a hard refresh: click Ctrl +
F5 at the same time.
You might also find it useful to bookmark
the URL and add ESVConnect to your
email safe list.
Remember
You must UPGRADE your Online
Services account to ESVConnect.
Ensure the email address details you
provide for you and any business
supervisor are correct.

Access our online resources at:
esv.vic.gov.au/ESVConnect
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Support for regional
apprentices and teachers
By Daniel Brace, Communications Advisor

ESV continues its support of apprentices and teachers
in regional areas through Future Energy Skills' unique
outreach vehicle; the Regional Assessment Service.
The Regional Assessment Service
is a bespoke caravan outfitted for
practical electrical demonstrations and
assessments. The caravan provides
the most up-to-date electrical workbased skills needed to sit the Licensed
Electrician’s Assessment (LEA).
Staffed by a dedicated team of
professionals, the Regional Assessment
Service travels to TAFEs and other
regional education centres to deliver
valuable professional development to
teaching staff, as well as hands-on
learning for apprentices.
The Regional Assessment Service also
enables delivery of LEA assessments,
keeping conditions consistent between
student cohorts in metro and regional
areas.

“Success in the LEA is essential to a
career in the electrical industry. ESV is
proud to provide support to enable the
Regional Assessment Service to get to
regional areas and deliver LEA-specific
support. The Regional Assessment
Service is operated by a known and
ESV-approved assessment centre,
Future Energy Skills, with whom we
are proud to partner on this initiative,”
said Neil Fraser, General Manager,
Licensing, Training and Standards.
The Regional Assessment Service is
operated by Future Energy Skills, a
not-for-profit industry led organisation
that works between government, training
organisations and the energy sector
to ensure workers have the right skills
and training for the job.

The uptake of apprentices on solar farms
in regional areas means apprentice
numbers are increasing in these areas.
While this is great for the industry and
communities in these areas, keeping
up with demand and the changing skills
required is a constant challenge.
“The Regional Assessment Service
provides an essential service to
apprentices and teachers in regional
areas. With ESV’s support, we will
continue to work to give apprentices
the best possible start in the industry,”
said Alex Newman, Executive Officer
of Future Energy Skills.
ESV is proud to be an ongoing sponsor
of the Regional Assessment Service in
partnership with Future Energy Skills.

Using the Regional Assessment Service,
Future Energy Skills is able to deliver
LEA-specific training, support and
assessment in metro and regional areas.

On the road: delivering essential services to regional areas.
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Advertorial by electricianXchange

Want to squeeze more
juice out of your P&L?
In any business, they say cash is
king. And, in a small to medium
sized business cash is, well,
emperor.
After having seen and spoken to many
small, medium-sized and large registered
electrical contractors (RECs) over the
past 4-5 weeks, my observations are
as below in terms of how they could
squeeze more juice out of their existing
businesses.
First, let me go through what I observed
regarding small to medium-sized RECs.
This segment (including the single
person REC) suffers from the famine/
feast most small businesses face. It’s
happy days when they're working. Then,
work dries up through the year and they
get up-ended by labour hire companies
that provide work but for very low hourly
rates; the acquirer taking $10, $20,
$30 per hour for delivering the work.
Work a third of a 1,800 hour year
that way, and you lose approximately
600 hours at $10, $20, $30 per hour,
equal to $6,000, $12,000, $18,000 per
year — cash that could otherwise go
directly into your pocket. Multiply that
across your working life spanning
20-30 years and it’s a lot of money
your business is bleeding out.
So, the first principle of getting more
juice out of your business is to retain
as much of the margin as you can by
cutting out the middleman. Soon with
electricianXchange, you can.

electricianXchange is developing an
electronic platform through which those
seeking work, and those with work, can
connect without ever needing to go via
the labour hire company.
This transaction is done by a REC
registering their skills once, and once
only, on electricianXchange, selecting
a series of simple drop-down boxes.
A green light/red light system lets
potential employers know of their
availability. Green light means they
are available. Red light means they
are not available.
The REC seeking work switches the
green light on, and an employer in
search of staff jumps on the site drawing
out those available (i.e. green light on)
with the skills required, specified through
a series of simple drop-down based
search boxes.
The two parties interact through the
platform, communicating directly on
rates, times needed from and to, and
labour conditions. When all aligns, the
two parties are linked for a small fee
charged by electricianXchange.
The fee is roughly a tenth of what a
labour hire company can charge, a huge
saving for all stakeholders involved.

Having staff not fully charged out was
less of a concern for the larger boys as
they could easily put them on non-urgent
maintenance contracts, talk directly with
each other to exchange staff, or make
the staff redundant, and re-hire them
later — but for a core group of electrician
staff the larger electrical contractors
chose to retain long term.
electricianXchange brings the two
stakeholders – those wanting work
and those needing labour – together
on the same electronic platform easily,
effectively and at a substantially cheaper
price, a bit like how Uber does.
Very soon, you won’t ever have to go
to a labour hire company if you use
electricianXchange.
Keep an eye out for updates on
electricianxchange.com and sign up
to our newsletter to ensure you stay
updated with developments on the
platform.
Get more juice out of your existing
businesses!
Ray Pavri, Director
electricianXchange Pty Ltd

For larger RECs, the observation I made
was that demand for work was steady
to crazy busy, reflecting a need for
additional staff, urgently. If they could not
obtain the staff, the work commissioned
could not be delivered, consequently
eating into profits and margin.
To accommodate this, they’d reach out
to labour hire companies and pay the
same high rates I mentioned earlier,
which they’d subsequently pass on to
the client or absorb within a larger P&L
Alternatively, they’d go to their regular
sub-contractor/s with no guarantee
they’d be available.
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Your electrical
questions answered
By Simon O'Leary, Compliance Officer, Electrical Installation Safety

Question

Answer

Standard/Clause

Does the circuit for AC micro
inverters require RCD protection?

No. The circuit from a micro inverter is not defined
as a final sub-circuit.

AS/NZS 4777.1

Do flexible cables require 'boot lace'
lugs to prevent the strands from
spreading when terminated under
a screw in a tunnel terminal?

No. You do not need bootlaces, however, Clause 3.7.2.5
Retention of stranded conductors and Clause 3.7.2.8 Flexible
cords, outline the requirements. One possible way to comply
with these two clauses is the use of bootlaces.

AS/NZS 3000:2018

I need some clarification on clause
2.10.2.2 paragraph (C), where it
states 'provide with sufficient exit
facilities to enable a person to leave
the vicinity of a switchboard under
emergency conditions'.

Typically the requirement for a person to safely leave the
vicinity of a switchboard is to be able to safely move to at least
3m away from the switchboard in an emergency, not necessarily
to be able to make their way down off the roof.

AS/NZS 3000:2018

A lockable isolator is an isolator designed and installed to
prevent unintentional energisation of electrical equipment.
The isolator must be capable of being secured in the open position.

AS/NZS 3000:2018

No. A domestic or residential installation can have no more
than three final sub-circuits on a single RCD, and that RCD
must be located at the switchboard where the circuit originates
i.e. the switchboard in the individual unit.

AS/NZS 3000:2018

Clause 3.7.2.5

I have a project where the
switchboard is on a roof on a
platform. The only way to access
the roof is via an access hatch that
has a ladder. Does this restrict
sufficient exit facilities?
I am installing a heat pump hot water
service, and I note that the Wiring
Rules now require a 'lockable' isolator
to be installed adjacent to, but not on
the hot water service.

Clause 2.3.2.2.1

What constitutes 'lockable'?
Can I install an RCD at a group meter
switchboard to protect the sub-mains
to an individual unit on a multiple
occupancy subdivision?

Clause 2.6.2.4

It is understood that on occasion it may be the preferred,
or the only option available to achieve protection of the sub-mains
to comply with clause 3.9.4 (Protection against mechanical damage).
If this is the case, you will need to apply to ESV for an exemption,
referred to as a "Regulation 401 exemption". Further information
on a Regulation 401 exemption is available on our website at
esv.vic.gov.au/electrical-installations-exemptions
I am installing a 40A induction
cooktop in a new kitchen at a
domestic installation.

Yes. In a domestic or residential installation, all final sub-circuits
must be protected by a 30mA RCD.

AS/NZS 3000:2018
Clause 2.6.3.2.2

Also, there can only be a maximum of three final sub-circuits per RCD.

Do I need to put this on an RCD?
I have a mate who is not an electrician
who is looking for work. Can he help
me on a job to rough in cables and
install light fittings if I am there to
provide constant supervision?
Note: there is no power on the
site as yet.
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No. In Victoria, all electrical installation work on wiring and/or
fixed electrical equipment that normally operates at low voltage,
LV (greater than 50V a.c. or 120V ripple-free d.c.) or a voltage greater
than LV must be done by a licensed electrical installation worker
(LEW), or an apprentice electrician in a formal contract of training
under the supervision of a LEW.
Heavy penalties apply to any person caught carrying out, or
employing someone to carry out electrical work who is not
a LEW or apprentice electrician in a formal contract of training.

The Electricity
Safety Act 1998
s. 38

esv.vic.gov.au

Question

Answer

Standard/Clause

I am a little confused with when
I need to install an isolator for
cooking equipment in a new kitchen.

There are typically three types of fixed or stationary cooking
appliances in a kitchen:

AS/NZS 3000:2018

Can you help me?

Clause 4.7 and 4.18

»» an electric oven
»» a cooking appliance having an open cooking surface incorporating
electric heating, e.g. a cooktop, deep fat fryer, barbecue griddle or
similar, or
»» a gas appliance.
These appliances can be individual pieces of equipment,
or combined in one single piece of equipment, such as an
upright cooker with a gas oven and electric cooktop.
Electric ovens
As an individual piece of equipment, an electric oven does
not require an isolator.
Open cooking surfaces
A cooking appliance that has an open cooking surface incorporating
electric heating (this includes induction cooktops) must have a switch
installed that is:
»» mounted near the appliance, and
»» visible from the appliance, and
»» readily accessible.
This switch needs to be capable of switching the full load of the
cooking appliance or control a contactor that can switch the full
load of the appliance. This switch need only operate in the active
conductors. In all cases, this switch needs to be above the bench
and cannot be in a cupboard.
Gas appliances
A gas appliance, e.g. a gas stove or gas oven that also requires an
electrical supply, must have ether a lockable isolator that operates
in both active and neutral conductors or be connected by a plug
and socket. Both the isolator and the socket-outlet must be installed
adjacent to the appliance location and be accessible with the
appliance in the installed position. This can be in an under bench
cupboard.
Where you have a gas appliance that incorporates an electric cooktop
you will need to install both a switch that is visible from the appliance,
and that is readily accessible, and a lockable isolator that operates in
both active and neutral conductors.
Note that switches, isolators or socket-outlets cannot be installed on
a wall or splashback behind or within 150mm of the edge of an open
gas or electric cooking surface. See clause 4.7.3 and figure 4.17.

Do the doors to a mechanical
services plant room, which also
contains a switchboard, need to be
2.2m high and open in the direction
of egress?

Not necessarily. This room may not necessarily be considered to be
a switchboard room or 'switchroom'. Typically a switchboard room
(or switchroom) is a room constructed or set aside for the principal
purpose of housing a switchboard. This does not necessarily include
plant rooms, storerooms or other mixed purpose rooms.

AS/NZS 3000:2018
Clause 2.10.2.2

In saying that, there is no reason why the same principles cannot
be applied to these other types of rooms for the purpose of safe
accessibility and emergency exiting.
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New servicing
standard published
By Jason Treseder, Senior Gas Engineer, Type A Gas Appliance & Component Safety

All gasfitters undertaking servicing work on Type A gas appliances
should be aware that the standard for servicing work has been revised.
The new standard, AS4575:2019 Gas
appliances — Servicing of Type A
appliances, replaces the now obsolete
AS4575:2005 Gas appliances — Quality
of servicing.
The new standard has been extensively
revised and now focuses on general
requirements and basic standards for
gasfitters conducting servicing, repair,
testing, and conversion of Type A
appliances.
It provides guidance on a range of
topics including advanced preparation,
safe work and risk management
requirements, understanding potential
electrical hazards, equipment and
activities necessary for servicing,
and steps to assessing spillage of
combustion products. The standard
details:
»» an overview of the type of work to
be performed during servicing or
repairing gas equipment
»» guidance on the quality management
systems for companies which und
ertake servicing work to minimise risk
of an unsatisfactory outcome
»» sample documentation that can be
used to record the outcome of the
assessment performed.
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AS4575 summarises the general
activities a qualified gasfitter is expected
to undertake during servicing and repair
work.
It is not however, a technical manual that
can be used by an untrained person to
undertake servicing work effectively.
The standard assumes the gasfitter
undertaking the work has appropriate
training competencies and knowledge
to undertake servicing work. The
document should support servicing
work and assist in developing
procedures to protect the gasfitter by
ensuring critical areas are not missed
and an installation is not left unsafe.
Please note that AS4575 has been
released as a voluntary informative
standard.
AS/NZS5601 is the prescribed standard
for gasfitting work and remains the
mandatory standard. AS4575 is used for
guidance only, and as an indication of
industry best practice.

Nonetheless, given the nature of
servicing work, sections of AS4575
overlap with mandatory requirements
under OHS, electrical safety, and gas
safety legislation. Consequently, specific
requirements are mandatory where
called up by other legislation.
AS4575 is currently under review and,
if determined to be suitable following
consultation and due process, may be
called up in legislation at some point in
the future.
AS4575 intends to ensure information
provided complements and does not
conflict with AS/NZS5601. AS4575
supports the gas installation standard
AS/NZS5601 in addressing issues and
risks specific to gas servicing work and
not clearly addressed in AS/NZS5601.
Standards are currently available for
purchase from SAI Global online.

esv.vic.gov.au

Appliance servicing
— Take 5 to check
By Tyler Mason, Gas Engineer

A reminder to all gasfitters undertaking
appliance-servicing work.
Current standards of work
From time to time, standards relevant
to appliance servicing are updated.
In every instance, ESV will endeavour
to communicate these changes to you
— but it pays to check.
Earlier this year, ESV revised
Gas Information Sheet 38: Testing for
negative pressure and carbon monoxide
spillage while carrying out gas service
work to include additional information to
assist practitioners. If you have not seen
or read the latest version — it is time to
print off a new copy.
Instrument care and calibration
Your CO analyser is probably the most
important tool in your toolbox – but it is
also the most fragile.
Read the enclosed instructions detailing
how to care for and maintain the
device. Always treat and use the device
according to these instructions. If not
followed, its use may cause damage
and/or provide false readings.
ESV recommends that CO analysers
are calibrated at least once every
12 months. For further information,
contact the supplier of your equipment.
More information is available from Gas
Information Sheet 37: Carbon Monoxide
Measuring Equipment.

Obligations
As a qualified gasfitter carrying out
work on a gas installation, should you
become aware of a danger arising from
a defect in the gas installation, you
must take all steps necessary to make
the gas installation safe and notify the
owner/occupier.
Unsafe Installations
If you are unable to, or it is unreasonable
for you to make an installation safe
(see Gas Sheet 38 for your obligations),
you must notify ESV.

Recently, ESV has identified a number
of Quasar wall furnaces with sides
and/or front producing excessive heat
causing discolouration or paint peeling.
In these instances, the room circulation
fan or its intake (along the back panel/
heat shield) is blocked. In rare cases,
the fan starts drawing from the top of
the combustion chamber.
While this may be stating the obvious
– any sign of charring or burning near
the appliance is a sign of a very serious
issue.

ESV operates a 24-hour reporting
service for the reporting of unsafe
gas installations — 1800 652 563.
When reporting an unsafe installation
to ESV, you will need to provide the
address and your contact details.
An ESV inspector will contact you
following the report for further
information.
Things to be on the lookout for
In addition to the important ‘Carbon
Monoxide Spillage Test’ available on
our website, keep an eye out for other
warning signs.
Before stepping into a property,
identify its surroundings. Is the flue
cowl soot-covered? Mould or significant
water on the inside of windows in
winter may be a sign of flue spillage.
Discolouration (i.e. burns) on older
space heaters indicate the fan is not
working correctly.
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Poor plumbing practices see
plumbers fined, suspended
By Karen Lyon, Communications Manager — Victorian Building Authority

The Victorian Building Authority has disqualified one plumber for two years and issued
fines totalling $33,524 against 15, following a series of inquiries held in the first half of 2019.
In total, the VBA found the plumbers
guilty of 31 charges relating to illegal
or non-compliant plumbing work.
Six of the 15 plumbers were found to
have carried out work they were not
appropriately registered or licensed
to do.
The remaining plumbers were charged
with a range of offences, including:
»» failure of compliance certificate
requirement
»» failure to comply with rectification
notices
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»» failure to notify the VBA that works
were available for inspection; and
»» failure to lodge sanitary drainage
plans with relevant water authorities.
The VBA’s Executive Director of
Operations, Mark Rossiter, said the
charges were part of the VBA’s ongoing
efforts to boost the level of compliance
in the plumbing industry.
“Our role as a regulator is to protect
consumers, safeguard the reputation
of registered or licensed plumbers
and maintain proper standards in the
plumbing industry,” said Mr Rossiter.

“Plumbers who carry out non-compliant
work and tarnish the professional
reputation of their industry colleagues
can expect to hear from the VBA, and
to be held to account.”
Over the past financial year, the VBA
received 1877 plumbing complaints
from consumers, with the majority of
these resulting in rectification work.
Approximately 30 per cent of the
complaints triggered VBA investigations,
again leading to rectification.
The VBA advises anyone looking
to engage a plumber to check their
registration or licence by going to
vba.vic.gov.au/check.
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Identified
non-compliance breaches
By Paul Harris, Head of Gas Operations

Listed below are the most frequently identified non-compliance
items as a result of recent Energy Safe Victoria inspections
on gas installations.
When inspecting, ESV assesses the
installation for compliance against the
prescribed Australian Standards. It is
imperative that gasfitting professionals
have the right tools for their job.

This includes access to the relevant
Australian Standards.

Reading and understanding the relevant
standards, as well as following the
manufacturer’s installation instructions,
is important to ensure a compliant gas
installation.

Rating

Cause

Clause description

1

AS/NZS 5601.1 2013

LOCATION OF CONSUMER PIPING – Piping in a concealed
location other than underground or embedded in concrete

Clause 5.3.8

41 Non-compliances
Breaches

»» Solenoid valves connected by mechanical joints and are not sealed from ceiling space.
»» Mechanical joints within the wall cavity are not boxed, sealed and vented.
»» Mechanical joints on isolation valve are located in a concealed location with no ventilation
nor is it sealed to rest of wall cavity.

2

AS/NZS 5601.1 2013
Clause 6.10.2.3

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INSTALLATION OF SPECIFIC GAS
APPLIANCES – Commercial catering equipment – Clearances around
commercial catering equipment
29 Non-compliances

Breaches

The clearance to combustible surfaces from commercial catering equipment does not comply with the gas appliance
manufacturer’s instructions and is less than the clearance as shown in Standard AS/NZS 5601.1:2013, Table 6.10.

3

AS/NZS 5601.1 2013
Clause 6.2.2

GENERAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS – Manufacturer’s installation
instructions
25 Non-compliances

Breaches

Appliances have not been installed in accordance with the requirements of Standard AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
and the manufacturer’s instructions.

4

AS/NZS 5601.1 2013

USE OF HOSE ASSEMBLIES – Hose assembly – Operating conditions

Clause 5.9.5

14 Non-compliances

Breaches

Hose assemblies have been installed such that they are exposed to a temperature exceeding the maximum
temperature specified for the hose, they are not installed to the manufacturer’s instructions, they are subject
to strain, abrasion, kinking or permanent deformation or not safeguarded against damage by vermin.

5

AS/NZS 5601.1 2013
Clause 6.10.2.2

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INSTALLATION OF SPECIFIC GAS
APPLIANCES – Commercial catering equipment – Clearances to a grease filter
16 Non-compliances

Breaches

The clearance between any part of a grease filter and the nearest part of the cooking surface or trivet
is less than the clearance specified in Standard AS/NZS 5601.1:2013, Table 6.9.

6

AS/NZS 5601.1 2013
Clause 6.9.3

FLUE TERMINALS – Location of flue terminals of balanced flue,
room-sealed, fan-assisted or outdoor appliances
10 Non-compliances
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For clarification on a specific clause
within an Australian Standard,
contact the ESV Gas Safety Technical
Information Line on 1800 652 563.

Rating

Cause

Clause description

Breaches

The location of the flue terminal of a balanced flue appliance, room-sealed appliance, a fan-assisted appliance
or an appliance designed for outdoor installation does not comply with Standard AS/NZS 5601.1:2013, Figure 6.2.

7

AS/NZS 5601.1 2013

TESTING OF PIPING – Testing a new gas installation

Clause 3.5.1

8 Non-compliances

Breaches

A means of isolation has not been provided on the inlet connection of an appliance,
in accordance with AS/NZS 5601.1: 2013, Table 6.4.

8

AS/NZS 5601.1 2013

GAS APPLIANCE LOCATION – Adverse effect of air movement systems

Clause 6.3.1

6 Non-compliances

Breaches

Gas appliances have been installed where the operation of a ventilation system, air distribution system, fan,
or air blower can deprive the gas appliance of the air required for combustion or otherwise adversely affect
the operation of the gas appliance.

9

AS/NZS 5601.1 2013

DESIGN OF CONSUMER PIPING – Occupancy isolation

Clause 5.2.9

5 Non-compliances

Breaches

Consumer piping to each occupancy within the same building does not have a quarter turn manual shut-off
valve that is accessible and where practicable, external to the occupancy, a durable, permanent sign located
in a prominent position adjacent to the valve and if remote from the occupancy identifying the occupancy.

10

AS/NZS 5601.1 2013
Clause 6.2.13

GENERAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS – Connection of gas appliance
designed to move on castors, rollers or wheels
5 Non-compliances

Breaches

Gas appliances designed to move on castors, rollers or wheels have not been connected to the consumer
piping using a hose assembly.

11

AS/NZS 5601.1 2013

GENERAL – Identification of pipework – Marking

Clause 5.1.12.2

5 Non-compliances

Breaches

The identification markings for pipework do not comply or are missing.

12

AS/NZS 5601.1 2013
Clause 6.6.5

GAS APPLIANCE CONNECTION – Fitting of an appliance gas pressure
regulator
5 Non-compliances

Breaches

The gas pressure regulator for an appliance has not been installed as close as practicable to the appliance
and made accessible for servicing and adjustment.

13

AS/NZS 5601.1 2013
Clause 5.3.7

LOCATION OF CONSUMER PIPING – Above-ground piping not to
touch the ground
5 Non-compliances

Breaches
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Consumer piping has been laid on the ground or where above ground the consumer piping is less than
50 mm clear of the finished ground level.
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ESV prosecutions
and infringements
As at September 2019

ESV has recently taken legal proceedings
against the following individuals and companies.
»» Brenden Wilson of Hoppers Crossing,
Plumber, appeared at Geelong
Magistrates' Court charged with
carrying out electrical contracting
work when not licensed and failing to
take precautions to prevent electric
shock. Wilson was convicted and
fined $2,500 on both charges, and
ordered to pay an additional $2,349
in costs.
»» Bolsons Plumbing Pty Ltd, of
Hoppers Crossing, Plumbing
company/business, appeared at
Geelong Magistrates' Court charged
with carrying out electrical work
when not licensed and failing to
take precautions to prevent electric
shock. Bolsons Plumbing Pty Ltd was
convicted and fined $2,500 on both
charges.
»» Karl Forti, of Ormond, Plumber,
appeared at Moorabbin Magistrates'
Court charged with two counts of
commissioning a gas installation
without an acceptance application
and carrying out gas fitting work that
does not comply with the required
standard. Forti was fined $1,200
without conviction.

»» Your Waterworx Pty Ltd, Plumbing
company/business, of Ormond,
appeared at Moorabbin Magistrates'
Court charged with two counts of
commissioning a gas installation
without an acceptance application
and carrying out gas fitting work that
does not comply with the required
standard. Your Waterworx Pty Ltd
was fined $5,000 and ordered to
pay an additional $2,600 in costs.
»» Borthwick Constructions Pty Ltd, of
Croydon North, Builder, appeared
at Ringwood Magistrates' Court
charged with carrying out electrical
contracting work when not registered,
offering to carry out electrical work
when not registered, employing a
person to carry out electrical work
when the employer was not an REC
and employing a person to carry out
electrical work when that person was
not a licensed electrician. Borthwick
Constructions Pty Ltd was convicted,
fined $5,000 and ordered to pay an
additional $4,595 in costs.
»» David Borthwick, of Croydon North,
Builder, appeared at Ringwood
Magistrates' Court charged with
carrying out electrical contracting
work when not registered and
carrying out installation work
when not licensed. Borthwick
was convicted and fined $3,000.

»» Jacqueline Borthwick, of Croydon
North, Company Director, appeared
at Ringwood Magistrates' Court
charged offering to carry on electrical
contracting work when not registered,
carrying out electrical contracting
work when not registered and
employing a person to carry out
electrical work when that person was
not a licensed electrician. Borthwick
was convicted and fined $5,000.
»» James Barsoum, of Murrumbeena,
LEIW, appeared at Moorabbin
Magistrates' Court charged with
two counts of offering to carry our
electrical contracting work when not
registered, and a Police prosecution
arising out of the same conduct—
obtaining property by deception.
Barsoum was convicted on both
charges and fined $1,000 and $850,
respectively. Barsoum was also
ordered to pay an additional $2,500
in costs.
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»» Adam Crossman, of Wyndham Vale,
REC, appeared at Broadmeadows
Magistrates' Court charged with failing
to give a COES to ESV, failing to
complete a Certificate of Compliance
and failing to lodge a COES
electronically. Crossman was released
on an undertaking of good behaviour
for 10 months, payment to the court
fund of $300 and ordered to pay an
additional $1,000 in costs.
»» Jetmaster (VIC) Pty Ltd, of South
Yarra, Gas heater manufacturer,
appeared at Heidelberg Magistrates'
Court charged with negligently
modifying a gas heater to make it
unsafe. Jetmaster (VIC) Pty Ltd was
fined $1,000 without conviction and
ordered to pay an additional $1,400
in costs.

Infringement notice summary 2019/2020

Note:
Energy Safe Victoria has identified an
error in reporting the prosecution of
ASTRAPY Electrics Pty Ltd and Arthur
Maheras in Issue 50 of energysafe
magazine. See correction below.
»» ASTRAPY Electrics Pty Ltd and Arthur
Maheras, of Ascot Vale appeared at
Melbourne Magistrates’ Court charged
with contracting work when not
registered, installing unsafe electrical
work and employing a person to
carry out electrical work when that
person was not licensed. Both
ASTRAPY Electrics Pty Ltd and
Arthur Maheraswere were released,
without conviction, on an undertaking
to be of good behaviour for one year.
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Total

Jul
19

Aug
19

Sep
19

Oct
19

Nov
19

Dec
19

Jan
20

Feb
20

Mar
20

Apr
20

May
20

Jun
20

Total

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

Infringement notices 2019/2020
Types of infringement notices issued

Month

REC/LEW/
Other

Offence

Jul 19

Stocklist

Supply and sell unaccepted gas appliance

$3,224

Stocklist

Supply and sell unaccepted gas appliance

$3,224

Gasfitter/
Plumber

Gas fitting work did not comply

$645

Gasfitter/
Plumber

Gas fitting work did not comply

$645

Gasfitter/
Plumber

Gas fitting work did not comply

$645

Gasfitter/
Plumber

Appliance or installation did not comply

$645

Gasfitter/
Plumber

Appliance or installation did not comply

$645

Gasfitter/
Plumber

Appliance or installation did not comply

$645

Gasfitter/
Plumber

Appliance or installation did not comply

$645

Penalty

“Working at NECA
Education & Careers there
is just an abundance of
support, everybody is there
to help each other”
Troy Jezierski
2018 Teacher of the Year

Got some electrical
wisdom to pass on?
If you’re a qualified electrician, we want your help to train the next
generation of sparkies!
Whether you’re an experienced teacher with a TAE40116 or
you’re on the tools and ready for a change there’s room for you
on our team.
Our teacher pipeline program is designed to help electricians
become teaching legends.
Scan the QR code to see the position description and apply
today!

We can all get a bit complacent at times. This course will refresh
your memory on all the things you need to keep up-to-date with.
The refresher covers all your main obligations and highlights the
changes to current laws to make sure you are up-to-date and current.
The course is broken up into 2 sessions over 1 day that covers
Safety & Supervision and Testing.

1300 827 832
apprenticeships | traineeships | training

necaeducation.com.au/vacancies
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